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Abstract
We propose the Relational Tucker3 (RT) decom-
position for multi-relational link prediction in
knowledge graphs. We show that many existing
knowledge graph embedding models are special
cases of the RT decomposition with certain pre-
defined sparsity patterns in its components. In
contrast to these prior models, RT decouples the
sizes of entity and relation embeddings, allows
parameter sharing across relations, and does not
make use of a predefined sparsity pattern. We use
the RT decomposition as a tool to explore whether
it is possible and beneficial to automatically learn
sparsity patterns, and whether dense models can
outperform sparse models (using the same number
of parameters). Our experiments indicate that—
depending on the dataset–both questions can be
answered affirmatively.
1. Introduction
Knowledge graphs (KG) (Lehmann et al., 2015; Rebele
et al., 2016) represent facts as subject-relation-object triples,
e.g., (London, capital of, UK). KG embedding (KGE) mod-
els embed each entity and each relation of a given KG into
a latent semantic space such that important structure of the
KG is retained. A large number of KGE models has been
proposed in the literature; applications include question an-
swering (Abujabal et al., 2018b;a), semantic search (Bast
et al., 2016), and recommendation (Zhang et al., 2016; Wang
et al., 2018a).
Many of the available KGE models can be expressed as
bilinear models, on which we focus throughout. Examples
include RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011), DistMult (Tucker,
1966), ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016), Analogy (Liu et al.,
2017a), and CP (Lacroix et al., 2018). KGE models assign
a “score” to each subject-relation-object triple; high-scoring
triples are considered more likely to be true. In bilinear
models, the score is computed using a relation-specific linear
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combination of the pairwise interactions of the embeddings
of the subject and the object. The models differ in the kind
of interactions that are considered: RESCAL is dense in that
it considers all pairwise interactions, whereas all other of
the aforementioned models are sparse in that they consider
only a small, hard-coded subset of interactions (and learn
weights only for this subset). As a consequence, these
later models have fewer parameters. They empirically show
state-of-the-art performance (Liu et al., 2017b; Trouillon
et al., 2016; Lacroix et al., 2018) for multi-relational link
prediction tasks.
In this paper, we propose the Relational Tucker3 (RT) de-
composition, which tailors the standard Tucker3 decom-
position (Tucker, 1966) to the relational domain. The RT
decomposition is inspired by RESCAL, which specialized
the Tucker2 decomposition in a similar way. We use the RT
decomposition as a tool to to explore (1) whether we can
automatically learn which interactions should be considered
instead of using hard-coded sparsity patterns, (2) whether
and when this is beneficial, and finally (3) whether sparsity
is indeed necessary to learn good representations.
In a nutshell, RT decomposes the KG into an entity embed-
ding matrix, a relation embedding matrix, and a core tensor.
We show that all existing bilinear models are special cases
of RT under different viewpoints: the fixed core tensor view
and the constrained core tensor view. In both cases, the
differences between different bilinear models are reflected
in different (fixed a priori) sparsity patterns of the associated
core tensor. In contrast to bilinear models, RT offers a natu-
ral way to decouple entity and relation embedding sizes and
allows parameter sharing across relations. These properties
allow us to learn state-of-the-art dense representations for
KGs. Moreover, to study the questions raised above, we
propose and explore a sparse RT decomposition, in which
the core tensor is encouraged to be sparse, but without using
a predefined sparsity pattern.
We conducted an experimental study on common bench-
mark datasets to gain insight into the dense and sparse RT
decompositions and to compare them with state-of-the-art
models. Our results indicate that dense RT models can
outperform state-of-the-art sparse models (when using the
same number of parameters), and that it is possible and
sometimes beneficial to learn sparsity patterns via a sparse
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RT model. We found that the best-performing method is
dataset-dependent.
2. Background
Multi-relational link prediction. Given a set of enti-
ties E and a set of relations R, a knowledge graph K ⊆
E ×R×E is a set of triples (i,k, j), where i, j ∈ E and
k ∈R. Commonly, i, k and j are referred to as the subject,
relation, and object, respectively. A knowledge base can be
viewed as a labeled graph, where each vertex corresponds to
an entity, each label to a relation, and each labeled edge to a
triple. The goal of multi-relational link prediction is to de-
termine correct but unobserved triples t ′ ∈ (E ×R×E)\K
based on K. The task has been studied extensively in the lit-
erature (Nickel et al., 2016a). The main approaches include
rule-based methods (Lao et al., 2011; Galarraga et al., 2013;
Meilicke et al., 2018), knowledge graph embeddings (Bor-
des et al., 2013; Trouillon et al., 2016; Nickel et al., 2011;
2016b; Liu et al., 2017a; Dettmers et al., 2018), and com-
bined methods such as (Guo et al., 2018).
KG embedding (KGE) models. A KGE model asso-
ciates with each entity i and relation k an embedding ei ∈Rde
and rk ∈ Rdr in a low-dimensional vector space, respec-
tively. Here de,dr ∈ N+ are hyper-parameters that refer
to the size of the entity embeddings and relation embed-
dings, respectively. Each model uses a scoring function
s : E ×R×E → R to associate a score s(i,k, j) to each
triple (i,k, j)∈ E×R×E . The scoring function depends on
i, k, and j only through their respective embeddings ei, rk,
and e j. Triples with high scores are considered more likely
to be true than triples with low scores.
Embedding models roughly can be classified into translation-
based models (Bordes et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014), fac-
torization models (Trouillon & Nickel, 2017; Liu et al.,
2017a), and neural models (Socher et al., 2013; Dettmers
et al., 2018). Many of the available KGE models can be
expressed as bilinear models (Wang et al., 2018b), in which
the scoring function takes form
s(i,k, j) = eTi Mke j, (1)
where ei,e j ∈ Rde and Mk ∈ Rde×de . We refer to matrix Mk
as the mixing matrix for relation k; Mk is derived from rk
using a model-specific mapping Rdr → Rde×de . Existing
bilinear models differ from each other mainly in this map-
ping. We summarize some of the most prevalent models
in what follows. We use ◦ for the Hadamard product (i.e.,
elementwise multiplication), vec(·) for the vectorization of
a matrix from its columns, IK for the K×K identity matrix,
diag(·) for the diagonal matrix built from the arguments,
and [n] for {1,2, . . . ,n}. By convention, vectors of form ai
refer to rows of some matrix A (as a column vector) and
scalars ai j to individual entries.
RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011). RESCAL is an uncon-
strained bilinear model and directly learns the mixing ma-
trices {Mk }. In our notation, RESCAL sets dr = d2e and
uses
MRESCALk = vec
−1(rk).
All of the bilinear models discussed below can be seen as
constrained variants of RESCAL; constraints are used to
facilitate learning and reduce the number of parameters.
DistMult (Yang et al., 2014). DistMult puts a diagonality
constraint on the mixing matrices. The relation embeddings
rk hold the values on the diagonal, i.e., dr = de and
MDistMultk = diag(rk) .
Since each mixing matrix is symmetric, we have s(i,k, j) =
s( j,k, i) so that DistMult can only model symmetric re-
lations. DistMult is equivalent to the INDSCAL tensor
decomposition (Carroll & Chang, 1970).
CP (Lacroix et al., 2018). CP is another classical ten-
sor decomposition (Kolda & Bader, 2009) and has recently
shown good results for KGE. Here CP associates two em-
beddings esubi and e
obj
i with each entity and uses scoring
function of form s(i,k, j) = (esubi )T diag(rk)e
obj
j . The CP
decomposition can be expressed as a bilinear model using
mixing matrix
MCPk =
(
0 de
2 × de2
diag(rk)
0 de
2 × de2
0 de
2 × de2
.
)
,
where de is even, dr = de/2, and thus rk ∈ Rde/2. To see
this, observe that if we set e =
(
esubi
eobji
)
, then eTi MCPk e j =
(esubi )T diag(rk)e
obj
j . Note that CP can model symmetric
and asymmetric relations.
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) . ComplEx is currently
one of the best-performing KGE models (see also Sec. 4.5).
Let de be even, set dr = de, and denote by rleftk , and r
right
k the
first and last de/2 entries of rk. ComplEx then uses mixing
matrix
MComplExk =
[
diag(rleftk ) diag(r
right
k )
−diag(rrightk ) diag(rleftk )
]
.
As CP, ComplEx can model both symmetric (rrightk = 0) and
asymmetric (rrightk 6= 0) relations.
ComplEx can be expressed in a number of equivalent
ways (Kazemi & Poole, 2018). In their original work, Trouil-
lon et al. (2016) use complex embeddings (instead of real
ones) and scoring function s(i,k, j) = Re(eTi diag(rk)e j),
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where Re(·) extracts the real part of a complex number.
Likewise, HolE (Nickel et al., 2016b) is equivalent to Com-
plEx (Hayashi & Shimbo, 2017). HolE uses the scoring
function s(i,k, j) = rTk (ei ? e j), where ? refers to the circu-
lar correlation between ei and e j ∈ Rde (i.e., (ei ? e j)k =
∑drt=1 eite j((k+t−2 mod dr)+1)). The idea of using circular cor-
relation relates to associative memory (Nickel et al., 2016b).
HolE uses as MHolEk the circumvent matrix resulting from
rk. In the remainder of this paper, we use the formulation
using MComplExk given above.
Analogy (Liu et al., 2017b). Analogy uses block-
diagonal mixing matrices MAnalogyk , where each block
is either (1) a real scalar x or (2) a 2 × 2 matrix of
form
(
x −y
y x
)
, where x,y ∈ R refer to entries of rk and
each entry of rk appears in exactly one block. We have
dr = de. Analogy aims to capture commutative relational
structure: the constraint ensures that MAnalogyk1 M
Analogy
k2
=
MAnalogyk2 M
Analogy
k1
for all k1,k2 ∈ R. Both DistMult (only
first case allowed) and ComplEx (only second case allowed)
are special cases of Analogy.
3. The Relational Tucker3 Decomposition
In this section, we introduce the Relational Tucker3 (RT) de-
composition, which decomposes the KG into entity embed-
dings, relation embeddings, and a core tensor. We show that
each of the existing bilinear models can be viewed (1) as an
unconstrained RT decomposition with a fixed (sparse) core
tensor or (2) as a constrained RT decomposition with fixed
relation embeddings. In contrast to bilinear models, the RT
decomposition allows parameters sharing across different
relations, and it decouples the entity and relation embedding
sizes. Our experimental study (4) suggests that both proper-
ties can be beneficial. We also introduce a sparse variant of
RT called SRT to approach the question of whether we can
learn sparsity patterns of the core tensor from the data.
In what follows, we make use of the tensor representation
of KGs. In particular, we represent knowledge graph K
via a binary tensor X ∈ {0,1}N×N×K , where xi jk = 1 if
and only if (i,k, j) ∈ K. Note that if xi jk = 0, we assume
that the truth value of triple (i,k, j) is missing instead of
false. The scoring tensor of a particular embedding model
m of K is the tensor S ∈ RN×N×K of all predicted scores,
i.e., with si jk = sm(i,k, j). We use Ak to refer to the k-th
frontal slice of a 3-way tensorA. Note that Xk contains the
data for relation k, and that scoring matrix Sk contains the
respective predicted scores. Generally, embedding models
aim to construct scoring tensors S that suitably approximate
X (Nickel et al., 2016a).
3.1. Definition
We start with the classicial Tucker3 decomposition (Tucker,
1966), focusing on 3-way tensors throughout. The Tucker3
decomposition decomposes a given data tensor into three
factor matrices (one per mode) and a core tensor, which
stores the weights of the three-way interactions. The de-
composition can be can be viewed as a form of higher-order
PCA (Kolda & Bader, 2009). In more detail, given a tensor
D ∈RI×J×K and sufficiently large parameters da,db,dc ∈N,
the Tucker3 decomposition factorizesD into factor matri-
ces A ∈ RI×da , B ∈ RJ×db , C ∈ RK×dc , and core tensor
H ∈ Rda×db×dc such that
di jk = aTi [H×3 ck]b j,
whereH×3 ck ∈Rda×db refers to the mode-3 tensor product
defined as
H×3 ck =
dc
∑
l=1
cklHl ,
i.e., a linear combination of the frontal slices of H. If
da,db,dc are smaller than I,J,K, core tensorH can be inter-
preted as a compressed version ofD. It is well-known that
the CP decomposition (Kolda & Bader, 2009) corresponds
to the special case where da = db = dc and H is fixed to
the da× da× da tensor with hi jk = 1 iff i = j = k, else 0.
The RT decomposition, which we introduce next, allows us
to view existing bilinear models as decompositions with a
fixed core tensor as well.
In particular, in KG embedding models, we associate each
entity with a single embedding, which we use to represent
the entity in both subject and object position. The relational
Tucker3 (RT) decomposition applies this approach to the
Tucker3 decomposition by enforcing A = B. In particular,
given embedding sizes de and dr, the RT decomposition is
parameterized by an entity embedding matrix E ∈ RN×de ,
a relation embedding matrix R ∈ RK×dr , and a core tensor
G ∈ Rde×de×dr . As in the standard Tucker3 decomposition,
RT composes mixing matrices from the frontal slices of the
core tensor, i.e.,
MRTk =
dr
∑
l=1
rklGl .
The scoring tensor has entries
si jk = eTi (G×3 rk)e j = eTi MRTk e j. (2)
Note that the mixing matrices for different relations share
parameters through the frontal slices of the core tensor.
The RT decomposition can represent any given tensor, i.e.,
the restriction on a single embedding per entity does not
limit expressiveness. To see this, suppose that we are given
a Tucker3 decomposition A,B,C,H of some tensor. Now
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Figure 1. Fixed core tensor view of RESCAL (de = 2)
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Figure 2. Fixed core tensor view of ComplEx (de = 4)
consider the RT decomposition given by
E =
(
A B
)
, R = C, and Gk =
(
0da×da Hk
0db×da 0db×db
)
.
We can verify that both decompositions produce the same
tensor. Note that we used a similar construction in Sec. 2 to
represent the CP decomposition as a bilinear model.
3.2. The Fixed Core Tensor View
The RT decomposition gives rise to a new interpretation
of the bilinear models of Sec. 2: We can view them as RT
decompositions with a fixed core tensor and unconstrained
entity and relation embedding matrices.
Intuitively, in this fixed core tensor view, the relation em-
bedding rk carries the relation-specific parameters as before,
and the core tensor describes where to “place” these param-
eters in the mixing matrix. For example, in RESCAL, we
have dr = d2e , and each entry of rk is placed at a separate po-
sition in the mixing matrix. We can express this placement
via a fixed core tensor GRESCAL ∈ Rde×de×dr with
gRESCALi jk =
{
1 if i =
⌊
k−1
de
⌋
+1 and j = (k−1 mod de)+1
0 otherwise
.
The frontal slices of GRESCAL for de = 2 (and thus dr = 4)
are shown in Fig. 1. As another example, we can use a
similar construction for ComplEx, where we use GComplEx ∈
Nde×de×de with
gComplExi jk =

1 if 1≤ k ≤ de2 and i = j = k,
or 1≤ k ≤ de2 and i = j = k+ de2 ,
or de2 +1≤ k ≤ de and i = k− de2 and j = k
−1 if de2 +1≤ k ≤ de, i = k, and j = k− de2
0 otherwise.
The corresponding frontal slices for de = 4 are illustrated in
Fig. 2.
If we express prior bilinear models via the fixed core tensor
viewpoint, we obtain extremely sparse core tensors. The
sparsity pattern of the core tensor is fixed though, and differs
across bilinear models. A natural question is whether or not
we we can learn the sparsity pattern from the data instead of
fixing it a priori, and whether and when such an approach
is beneficial. We empirically approach this question in our
experimental study in Sec 4.
3.3. The Constrained Core Tensor View
An alternate viewpoint of existing bilinear models is in
terms of a constrained core tensor. In this viewpoint, the
relation embedding matrix is fixed to the K×K identity
matrix, the entity embedding matrix is unconstrained. We
have
si jk = eTi [G×3 ik]e j = eTi Gke j.
The core tensor thus contains the mixing matrices directly,
i.e., Mk =Gk. The various bilinear models can be expressed
by constraining the frontal slices of the core tensor appro-
priately (as in Sec 2).
3.4. Discussion
One of the main difference of both viewpoints is that in the
fixed core tensor viewpoint, dr is determined by de (e.g.,
dr = de for ComplEx) and generally independent of the num-
ber of relations K. If dr <K, we perform compression along
the third mode (corresponding to relations). In contrast, in
the constrained core tensor viewpoint, we have dr = K so
that no compression of the third mode is performed.
In a general RT decomposition, there is no a priori cou-
pling between the entity embedding size de and the re-
lation embedding size dr, which allows us to choose dr
freely. Moreover, since the core tensor is shared across
relations, different mixing matrices depend on shared pa-
rameters. This property can be beneficial if dependen-
cies exists between relations. To illustrate this point, as-
sume a relational dataset containing the three relations
parent (p), mother (m), and father ( f ). Since generally
parent(i, j) ⇐⇒ mother(i, j)∨ father(i,j), the relations are
highly dependent. Suppose for simplicity that there ex-
ists mixing matrices Mm and M f that perfectly reconstruct
the data in that eTi Mme j = xi jm (likewise f ). If we set
Mp = Mm+M f , then xi jp ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ eTi Mpe j ≥ 0, i.e., we
can reconstruct the parent relation without additional pa-
rameters. We can express this with an RT decomposition
with dr = 2 < 3 = K, where rm =
(
1 0
)
, r f =
(
0 1
)
,
rp =
(
1 1
)
, G1 =Mm, and G2 =M f . By choosing dr <K,
we thus compress the frontal slices and force the model to
discover commonalities between the various relations.
Since the mixing matrix of each relation is determined by
both the relation embeddings R and the core tensor G, an
RT decomposition can have many more parameters per re-
lation than dr. To effectively compare various models, we
define the effective relation embedding size d∗r of a given
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RT decomposition as the average number of parameters per
relation. More precisely, we set
d∗r =
nnfp(G)+nnfp(R)
K
,
where nnfp refers to the number of non-zero free parameters
in its argument. This definition ensures that the effective re-
lation embedding size of a bilinear model is identical under
both the fixed and the constrained core tensor interpretation
(even though dr differs). Consider, for example, a Com-
plEx model. Under the fixed core tensor viewpoint, we have
nnfp(G) = 0 and nnfp(R) =Kde so that d∗r = de. In the con-
strained core tensor viewpoint, we have nnfp(R) = 0 and
nnfp(G) = Kde so that d∗r = de as well (although dr = K).
For RESCAL, we have d∗r = d2e . For a fixed entity embed-
ding size de, it is plausible that the suitable choice of d∗r is
data-dependent. In the RT decomposition, we can control
d∗r via dr, and thus also decouple the entity embedding size
from the effective relation embedding sizes. The effective
number of parameters of an RT model is given by
nnfp(G)+nnfp(R)+nnfp(E).
3.5. Sparse Relational Tucker Decomposition
In bilinear models such as ComplEx, DistMult, Analogy, or
the CP decomposition, the core tensor is extremely sparse
under both interpretations. In a general RT decomposition,
this may not be the case and, in fact, the core tensor can be-
come excessively large if it is dense and de and dr are large
(it has d2e dr entries). On the other hand, the RT decomposi-
tion allows to share parameters across relations so that we
may use significantly smaller values of dr to obtain suitable
representations. In our experimental study, we found that
this was indeed the case in certain settings.
To explore the question of whether and when we can learn
sparsity patterns from the data instead of fixing them upfront,
we make use of a sparse RT (SRT) decomposition, i.e., an RT
decomposition with a sparse core tensor. Let θ = {E,R,G}
be the parameter set and L be a loss function. In SRT, we
add an additional l0 regularization term on the core tensor
and optimize
R(θ) = L(X ,θ)+λ‖G‖0. (3)
where λ is an regularization hyper-parameter. Solving
Eq. (3) exactly is NP-hard. In practice, to obtain an ap-
proximate solution, we apply the hard concrete approxima-
tion (Maddison et al., 2017; Louizos et al., 2017), which has
shown good results on sparsifying neural networks.1 This
approach also allows us to maintain a sparse model during
the training process. In contrast to prior models, the frontal
slices of the learned core tensor can have different sparsity
patterns, capturing the distinct shared components.
1Other sparsification techniques can be applied as well, of
course, but we found this one to work well in practice.
Table 1. Dataset statistics
Dataset # Ent # Rel # Train # Valid # Test
FB15K-237 14,505 237 272,115 17,535 20,466
WN18RR 40,559 11 86,835 2,824 2,924
4. Experiments
We conducted an experimental study on common bench-
mark datasets to gain insight into the RT decompositon and
its comparison to the state-of-the-art model ComplEx. Our
main goal was empirically study whether and when we can
learn sparsity patterns from the data, and whether sparsity is
necessary. We compared dense RT (DRT) decompositions,
sparse RT (SRT) decompositions, and ComplEx w.r.t. (1)
best prediction performance overall, (2) the relationship be-
tween entity embedding size and prediction performance,
and (3) the relationship between model size (in terms of ef-
fective number of parameters) and prediction performance.
We found that an SRT can perform similar or better than
ComplEx, indicating that it is sometimes possible and even
beneficial to learn the sparsity pattern. Likewise, we ob-
served that a DRT can outperform both SRT and ComplEx
with a similar effective number of parameters and with only
a fraction of the entity embedding size. This is not always
the case, though: the best model generally depends on the
dataset and model size requirements.
4.1. Experiment Setup
Data and evaluation. We followed the widely adopted en-
tity ranking evaluation protocol (Bordes et al., 2013) on two
benchmark datasets: FB15K-237 and WN18RR (Toutanova
et al., 2015; Dettmers et al., 2018). The datasets are sub-
sets of the larger WN18 and FB15K datasets, which are
derived from WordNet and Freebase respectively (Bordes
et al., 2013). Since WN18 and FB15K can be modeled
well by simple rules (Dettmers et al., 2018; Meilicke et al.,
2018), FB15K-237 and WN18RR were constructed to be
more challenging. See Tab. 1 for key statistics. In entity
ranking, we rank entities for test queries of the form k(?,e)
or k(e,?). We report the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and
HITS@k in the filtered setting, in which predictions that
correspond to tuples in the training or validation datasets
are discarded (so that only new predictions are evaluated).
Models and training. We implemented DRT, SRT, and
ComplEx using PyTorch. Our ComplEx implementation
provides a very strong baseline; it achieves state-of-the-
art results (see Sec. 4.5) with far smaller embedding sizes
than previously reported. We trained all models with Ada-
Grad (Duchi et al., 2011) using cross-entropy loss with
negative sampling. In each step, we sampled a batch of pos-
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Table 2. Best entity ranking results in terms of MRR for de ≤ 200. Note that for WN18RR, the effective number of parameters does not
change significantly with increasing effective relation size because it has only 11 relations.
Entity Relation Effective relation Effective number MRR HITS
Model size size dr size d∗r of parameters @1 @3 @10
FB15K-237
ComplEx 200 - 200 3,047K 27.2 17.6 30.4 46.7
DRT 100 237 10,237 3,926K 28.4 19.2 31.2 47.2
SRT 200 200 16,401 6,887K 28.5 19.2 31.7 47.3
WN18RR
ComplEx 200 - 200 8,114K 47.0 42.0 50.0 55.4
DRT 200 11 40,011 8,552K 41.9 40.0 42.8 45.2
SRT 200 7 2,909 8,144K 42.5 40.0 43.9 46.8
itive triples at random and obtained pseudo-negative triples
for each positive triple by randomly perturbing the subject
or object of each positive triple. Sampling was done without
replacement. This common approach corresponds to the
locally-closed world assumption in the literature (Nickel
et al., 2016a). We computed the scores of each positive
triple (i,k,j) and its associated pseudo-negative triples, ap-
plied softmax, and used cross-entropy loss on the result. To
approximate the l0 regularization for SRT (see Sec. 3.5), we
adapted an existing implementation2 to our setting.
Hyperparameters and model selection. Previous
work (Nickel et al., 2016b; Trouillon & Nickel, 2017;
Lacroix et al., 2018) has shown that model performance is
sensitive to loss function and hyperparameters. We con-
sistently used cross-entropy loss with 24 pseudo-negative
samples (i, j each) for all models for a fair comparison. The
batch size was fixed to 500 whenever possible. The only
exception was the SRT model with an entity embedding
size of 200, where we used a batch size of 256 due to GPU
memory constraints.
To compare ComplEx, DRT, and SRT within similar entity
embedding sizes, we fixed the the entity embedding size de
and tuned all other hyperparameters using Bayesian Opti-
mization.3 To keep our study feasible, we only considered
RT with entity embedding sizes de ≤ 200. In total, we eval-
uated 12 hyperparameter settings for each entity embedding
size. For all models, we searched over the dropout η on the
entity embeddings and mixing matrixes, the learning rate
lr, and the weight decay ω . For SRT and RT, we addition-
ally searched over the relation embedding sizes dr to study
the effect of compression of the third mode. Moreover, for
SRT, we searched over the l0 regularization parameter λ ,
which determines the degree of sparsity. A summary of all
hyperparameter ranges and additional training details are
2https://github.com/moskomule/l0.pytorch/
3We use scikit-learn’s GaussianProcessRegressor (v 0.20.1)
with its defaults settings with 20 restarts.
given in the supplementary material. Model selection was
based on MRR on validation data using early stopping (no
improvement for 10 epochs).
4.2. Results
Prediction performance. Tab. 2 reports the best perfor-
mance (in terms of MRR) obtained by each model for
FB15K-237 and WN18RR. We restrict the comparison to
entity embedding sizes ≤ 200, for which training RT was
feasible on our hardware.
On FB15K-237, SRT and DRT showed similar performance,
suggesting that sparsity is not always necessary. Indeed, the
core tensor of the best-performing SRT solution was only
48% sparse. Moreover, both models were competitive to
ComplEx, suggesting that it is possible to learn suitable
models without imposing a fixed sparsity pattern. The best-
performing SRT used dr = 200 < K = 237 and thus per-
formed (some) compression on the relation embeddings.
The results differ significantly on WN18RR. Here, SRT
performed slightly better than DRT, while using a smaller
relation embedding size (dr = 7 < 11=K) and used a much
smaller effective relation embedding size. Nevertheless,
ComplEx was clearly the best performing model on this
dataset; the fixed sparsity pattern seems to help. SRT and
DRT are close to ComplEx only for HITS@1.
Overall, no model consistently outperformed all the others
on all datasets.
Influence of entity embedding size. Figures 3a) and 4a)
report model performance for varying entity embedding
sizes. For FB15K-237, Figure 3(a) shows that both SRT and
DRT performed competitive or better than ComplEx across
the entire range of de ∈ {50,100,200}. Sparsity constraints
were helpful when de ≥ 100: the performance of DRT de-
creased while SRT continued to improve on WN18RR.
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Figure 3. Performance analysis on FB15K-237
Influence of effective number of parameters. Fig-
ures 3b) and 4b) report model performance for varying
model sizes, measured in terms of the effective number of
parameters. The plot is a Skyline plot, i.e., we do not in-
clude model fits that are outperformed by another fit of the
same model with smaller effective number of parameters.
On FB15K-237, DRT consistently outperformed ComplEx,
using a smaller entity embedding size but (consequently) a
larger effective relation size. Sparsity thus does not always
help, and parameter sharing seemed to be beneficial. For
small models, SRT performed similar to ComplEx; for larger
models, SRT performed better than both ComplEx and DRT.
This suggests that it is indeed possible learn sparsity patterns
from the data, and that this can be beneficial. On WN18RR,
ComplEx performed best as in our previous experiments.
On both datasets, we found that SRT models with smaller
entity embedding size de usually had denser core tensors.
We conjecture that this allows the SRT model to “assign”
more responsibility to the core tensor with similar number
of parameters.
Overall, this comparison shows decoupling de and dr can
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Figure 4. Performance analysis on WN18RR
lead to competitive models with very small entity embed-
ding size and that sparsity does not always help when mod-
els with equal parameter sizes are compared. On the other
hand, for some datasets the prescribed constraints can be
very effective.
4.3. Learned Sparsity Patterns
The sparsest SRT on FB15K-237 that we found had only
0.13% of active entries in G (de = 100, dr = 100, d∗r =
105), yet it performed competitive with ComplEx with the
same embedding size 100 (27.0% vs. 27.1% MRR, 45.0%
vs. 45.0% HITS@10). Examples of the learned mixing
matrices of relations (chosen from top-30 most frequent
relations) of different semantic categories are visualized in
Figure 5. Here lighter dots indicate stronger interactions.
As can be seen, the diagonal entries play an important role
for both the symmetric relation win same award and the
asymmetric relation location contains, while they are not
so pronounced for the other two relations.
To get some additional insight, we compared the perfor-
mance of the aforementioned SRT and ComplEx models on
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Figure 5. Examples of the learned sparsity patterns on the mixing
matrices on FB15K-237
the top-5 and bottom-5 of the 30 most frequent FB15K-237
relations, sorted by the sum of the absolute diagonal values
of SRT’s mixing matrices. This relation-wise performance
comparison shows that ComplEx had better results (29.5%
vs 31.2% MRR, 44.7% vs 46.3% HITS@10) for relations
where the learned diagonal interactions of SRT were strong
(top-5), while SRT performed better (19.6% vs 18.7% MRR,
43.0% vs 40.7% HITS@10) for relations where the learned
diagonal interactions were weak (bottom-5). The learned
patterns for win same award and location contains agree
to some extent with the prescribed patterns of DistMult,
ComplEx, and Analogy, where the diagonal entries belong
to the few active entries allowed to be active. The relation-
wise performance comparison indicates that the prescribed
constraint of ComplEx is not always suitable for all rela-
tions.
4.4. Computational Cost
Training SRT/DRT models is more expensive than training
ComplEx, because the whole core tensor is updated in every
training step. In our implementation using a single Titan
X GPU, SRT/DRT with de = 200 on FB15K-237 required
around 6 hours to train for a single configuration, while
ComplEx with de = 200 required about 1 hour. Generally, a
key advantage of models such as ComplEx is that they are
more computationally-friendly.
4.5. Comparison to Previous Work
Table 3. Baseline results on FB15K-237, previous work vs. our
ComplEx. The aseline results are taken from Dettmers et al. (2018)
for entity size de = 100 and Lacroix et al. (2018) for de = 2000.
Entity Reciprocal MRR
Model Size Relations
FB15K-237
ComplEx 100 Yes 24.7
ComplEx 2,000 No 35.0
Best reported 2,000 Yes 36.0
ComplEx (Ours) 100 No 27.1
ComplEx (Ours) 200 No 27.2
ComplEx (Ours) 600 No 30.0
WN18RR
ComplEx 100 Yes 44.0
ComplEx 2000 No 47.0
Best reported 2000 Yes 48.6
ComplEx (Ours) 100 No 44.6
ComplEx (Ours) 200 No 47.0
ComplEx (Ours) 600 No 49.6
We conclude this section by relating the performance of
our ComplEx baseline to prior work; see Table 3. First
note that Dettmers et al. (2018) applied a “reciprocal re-
lations” trick (Lacroix et al., 2018)4 during training. This
trick makes the score of a triple (i,k, j) becomes ambigu-
ous. We did not use this trick in our implementations. also
unclear how to use reciprocal relations in other evaluation
protocols like triple classification in a principled way. In
our implementation, we did not use reciprocal relations.
On both FB15K-237 and WN18RR, our ComplEx achieved
better results than the one from Dettmers et al. (2018) with
the same entity embedding size 100. ComplEx with de =
2000 and reciprocal trick are the best performing models
on FB15K-237. On WN18RR, our ComplEx with de = 600
achieved the best results without using reciprocal relations.
These results establish that our ComplEx implementation is
a strong baseline model.
5. Conclusion
In this study we introduced the RT decomposition, and
showed that existing BM are special instances of RT. In
contrast to BM, the RT decomposition allows parameters
sharing across different relations, and it decouples the entity
and relation embedding sizes. A comparison of sparse RT
(SRT) and dense RT (DRT) and ComplEx suggested that
both properties can be beneficial. Dense models can achieve
competitive results. While models such as ComplEx are
more computationally-friendly, it is sometimes possible and
4See supplementary material for the details
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even beneficial to learn better sparsity patterns.
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6. Supplementary Materials
Table 4. Baseline results; previous work vs. our ComplEx
Entity Reciprocal Effective Effective MRR HITS
Model Size Relations Relation Number of @1 @3 @10
Size d∗r Parameters
FB15K-237
ComplEx (Dettmers et al., 2018) 100 Yes 200 1,547K 24.7 15.8 27.5 42.8
Best reported (Lacroix et al., 2018) 2,000 Yes 2,000 30,948K 36.0 - - 56.0
ComplEx (Ours) 200 No 200 3,047K 27.2 17.6 30.4 46.7
ComplEx (Ours) 600 No 600 9,142K 30.0 20.7 33.2 48.3
WN18RR
ComplEx (Dettmers et al., 2018) 100 Yes 100 4,058K 44.0 41.0 46.0 51.0
Best reported (Lacroix et al., 2018) 2000 Yes 2000 81,170K 48.6 - - 57.9
ComplEx (Ours) 200 No 200 8,114K 47.0 42.0 50.0 55.4
ComplEx (Ours) 600 No 600 24,344K 49.6 45.4 51.7 57.1
Table 5. Hyper-parameter ranges in our experiments.
SRT RT ComplEx
λ {5e-1,1e-1,1e-2} - -
de {50,100,200} {50,100,200} {50,100,200,600}
dR (WN18RR) {7,11,14} {7,11,14} -
dR (FB15k-237) {100,160,200,237,300} {100,160,200,237,300} -
SRT, RT, ComplEx
η {0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4, 0.5}
lr {5e-1,1e-1,5e-2,1e-2,5e-3,1e-3}
ω {10−4,10−5,10−6,0}
Detailed Base Line Results The full results for baseline
comparison is summarized in Tab. 4.
Hyper-parameter Ranges
Hyper-parameter ranges for dropout η , learning rate lr,
weight decay ω , relation embedding sizes dR, l0 regulariza-
tion parameter λ . For SRT we set the hyper-parameters for
all hard-concrete variables used in l0 regularization fixed
with location mean locmean = 3.0, location standard devia-
tion locstd = 1, location temperature β = 2/3, stretch ranges
ζ = 1.1 and γ =−0.1. We set λ = 0 for the first 25 epochs,
i.e. we initially do not include the l0 regularization term, as
it empirically improved the results.
Reciprocal Trick
The data is augmented by adding a triple ( j,k−1, i) for each
(i,k, j) in the data. The model then learns two relation
embeddings rk and rk−1 . Instead of answering questions
(?, k, j) and (i,k,?), the model answers (j, k−1, ?) and (i,
k, ?). This approach empirically improved the prediction
accuracy (Lacroix et al., 2018) in prior studies. Observe that
the relation sizes are doubled and the score of a triple (i,k, j)
becomes ambiguous (since generally s(i,k, j) 6= s( j,k−1, i)).
